Rainbow

lead: dialogue - Man & Slaughter
Norman Shock

explain rainbows in opening scene
Sold, somehow having them in 2 1/2" (Colb. - 3/16" 2") from front
Heart Earth

saintly

jilt

cautious

jilt

guessed (Bergen)

Berta & me, my poetry, today

true adults, not

away

eye-dry, dry-eyed

as margin 7 yrs grown...

psychic, postal

anthrax

All + smiling to me, then,

my mother's side + family

rare

curator of (something opposite)

go to earth / leave life / land to rest

'to honor gd'" (Thoreau)

who prefix us whether or not we deserve it.

promptly ready to forgive us, moreover, evidence,

wiser

kin, valley, pensive - time-seeing

again in sight in word + meant, I not yet knowing

mysterious my S is here at 3 am V, reluctant yet intriguing

in 19... And with was then, both in almost years &

in and unable read beyond what NY.

he him feeling

our away health (before strikes)

leavin' taking

Stung by one (falling out) uncle

I will keep Yo

not later coming...批示

who of last affected with the ever & we'd more if it

until my heard that not my assembly is . . .

Dora cousins

who hated by MF & my Sol &

my mother, W's, next

1 am.
Read

American

Futrell, World

Malone & Etulain

Am. West as Living Space

Cronon & Richard White articles

Schwantes text

Arctic Dreams
Heart Earth

scraggly

plain -fishing

yet his life took wide turns

for anyone - but - so penchant

hard, quaint, queer,

to epitaph...it

Pac has been our latest team, a stunt we threw w/
only 1/2 our talent,

away game

aloof - to punctuate my aloofness

community lead up to this

all I am merely

root for our own - in the name of game
Heart Earth - fiction scenes

Deep Creek canyon: gasoline problem
- Heart Earth (G): Wally snowplowing
- catching mice
- truck kills boy
- stray dog @ desert cabin: POW camp; cow eating peels
- Time weavers?
- Montana picnic @ Mesa?
- lambing @ Morgans ("mixed", sheep: Hapril & sheepherder)
- stuck in mud hole near Dave Winter place
- explanation of bad feelings between Dad & G'ma?
- avalanche attack?

Barrels of a visit Beavis
- in needs
- working - can for a funeral

community: lack of it in SW

figure out max. - min. length of scenes

call it a memoir

Heart Earth

1st goal: 200 pp. ms
- 2 pp/day, 4 days/wk = 25 wks

outliner

set up file & categories for scenes
9 Aug. '90

possible books:

Heart Earth (2 yrs, 40-50,000 wds)
Bucking the Sun (3 yrs, 150,000 wds)
The Left-Handed Rainbow (1-2 yrs, 50-65,000 wds)

Moving the Water (3 months, 25,000 wds)

ranked by

pub date: Moving the Water, 1992
The Left-Handed Rainbow, '92 or '93
Heart Earth, '93
Bucking the Sun, '94

size of advance: Bucking the Sun, $200,000+
Heart Earth, $150,000+
The Left-Handed Rainbow, $100,000+
Moving the Water, $50,000+

ease of writing: Moving the Water
The Left-Handed Rainbow
Heart Earth
Bucking the Sun
1st. Prep. ques:
- 1st impression: how arrive, who stay, living conditions
  (large 7 houses)
- how spend a typical work day: what time get up, who did it report to, tools of machinery you used, how did you dress (long overalls, heavy shoes)

unusual for a 1st. later write up coming back (6)

Tell Morin, don't think
Wed, March 7: Dad in hospital
- dialogue
- details

washing, car, abrasion of life

- in W.S.S., everyone goes a last mile (to cemetery, part of life)

Thu, March 8: desert cabin

W.S.S.

plot line: went up here once time to (end of family, begin person)

through line: details of Mark's life

narrative: Brain's, this; begin life, desert cabin next

Fri, March 9: desert cabin, W.B.ing

MAUD 15th: 10.8-15,000 w.u. (40-75 mg/dl)

plot line: altered routine, trying to pace feeling on, many bad

through line: Brain's enjoying finally sixteen nice family

although you x Dad are gone, this original 24 life

summary: nice, knowing alone. Dad & I bring his book of life,

they stay up late... maybe topics next, today?
Heart Earth, possible form

Feb 5

PHOENIX

6,000 - 7,500 wds [30-37 ms pp.]

plotline: preoccupation, Dad ill
through-line: details of Phx life & Mont family legend
scene: Alyjena Park

Mar 7

W BURG

10,000 wds [50 ms pp.]

plotline: Dad "gone," then recovered
through-line: details of W'burg & desert life
scenes: Barneka & in W'burg; desert life; desert cabin @ night

Apr 18

W S S

10,000 wds [50 ms pp.]

plotline: what we have come back to (inc: Heart Earth but
family, community; economic failure)
through-line: details of Mont. life
scenes: Barneka w/Hagel, w/Beise, w/ma(?)

May 4

MAUDLOW

10,000 - 15,000 wds [50-75 ms pp.]

plotline: moved again, trying to find a footing - far, end.
through-line: Barneka & Dad back @ work they know how to do
scenes: Morgan ranch during lambing

May 15

MAUDLOW

5,000 wds [25 ms pp.]

plotline: their seasonal job, uncertainty, beyond - then her death
through-line: Barneka enjoys Heart Earth deep country,
although she & Dad are back to their original 34 life
scenes: her herding alone, Dad & bring his boots & hat
they stay up late - might be my birthday?

- Dad's & Grandma's letter, "archive of hell"
To find out:
Details of Alcoa plant & job: Alcoa archives?

Phx alum in worker

Algonia Park: NARS

Anna

Phx former resident

Berneta: Anna
(C& Dad)

Say tapes (esp. Mrs. Freeman)

Doric Schuyler (44 baseball)

Marion Lucas Ringley list?

Hagel Tape

With Taylor. Other Ringley kids of time?

Prescotts: Bob Prescott

H nagas: Horse Morgan?

Wally: NARS, Aunt Logoth

Joyce? Dave?

Shipmates? (Lawrence White?)

Paul Ringley? (Are Wesley Stewart? Ruse Ringley?)

Women/eminism: Margaret Svec

Syll?

Rich Roden’s homosexual list?

The Ford: Ford 10

WWII jigsaw puzzle: Museum of History & Industry?
Sky, Heart, Earth Resonances:
5. Decoy of Dad's ample - scam (noise in his ear)
6. "Bernice," pen - shoulder
14. Sound of Dad's dialogue (would you?)
...present airmail stamps

packet of envelopes, then, airmail envelopes

will paint inside postmarks like little windows

...was reach right there all that

what had like come when we were involved.

When the son followed his steps I passed along

THOS a story of my poor so deeply I try to remember

really after I collapse it suffered

Imagine then a day @ Moss Agate?

unites: moccasins /seee/see coffee grounds

- inventors of language j: imagination how to go s: where

- quatte

... &

every sagebrush stared

screaming away at life (used in say?)

see upon

pig iron world
durable

She stood small.

she gave up.

Skeins of her asthmatic attacks are traced: choking

large

a loose end of. His fastenings

...you will be right...you will be just as right.

mandarin

...
Home's desire of
Dad galloped into picture
entertainment wing of Cine-Enterprise
Walter/Waltie

If this were Singapore... health... dural... all things destroy
dramed life
Some of my dearest are here, costume
petition of wealth endures what we (know)

Tom (on Dad, of her death)

Dramatic honeymoon summer
costume
intoxicants (Prohibition)
a few reasons wanted to dilapidation (W. Grammer's copy)
Now that we have turned cancer into majesty death
she turned off. Brighton
This is after all, a certain democracy in (pervide)
When she had enough air, 'B' turned bright

Width of landscape (opposed to land)
reason we made named Doug

Who drew whom, H. H. Tell you: It did begin to be
present for sent you yet.
short man's (What Says)

And upward piece of earth
when bag started in

only thing left to try was leaving.

Well Mr. Warner gaudy to reach a farm

Brode of rapidly, every related one of them settled on

I, God, is it simple. (Stewart case)

A's got to be sure whether or not he wanted them OC.

Davy chase offer dance

Time: "If that win who one wanted

made a necessity

Don't have ever c 'leary unless only for one married & Ya
Barnita Desouza #

- the older than she was, in every pic; you borrowed
- strong in algebra, latin was favorite subject of all
- consisting on h'back saddle still main mode
- would exhibit
- form her side saddle accustomed
- by her generation to ride astraddle, natural as men;
- odd return for face held

- game best and very old, it seem
- heart and pretty

- she was a fictional

- unexpected in y after coming to great in front of
- (patient's behalf; patients of others)

Mom says plan elaborately: dream "Gaia's reign

- my way out that dealer in my page
- and of seven percent, from various, and elaborately dream
- done in by:

Then, to phone in proxy,

- report angry, to call on to help

- mental block
- life in a continued affair

- get to him (66) until long ahead, I want you my love
- a number of God
- what time of phone dealt to him

- very happy by here a new and pronounced hit

- glad pulling written
galoots
much of it a costume affair
navy
minstrel
She can nip (Private war)
She had high school to finish, although she never did.
- That was when they died I then
- Brig. Bush (drugs of camera with them earlier too)
sturdy
unpredictable and often coming to grief in June '45
+ killed, e.g. Balboas (scored up rubbing gages)
don't flinch

Mon., man \( \rightarrow \) plan "deliberate dream" ideology requires
- me playing war / cult, telling to my parents
- Out of those parties, there would be no deliberate dream
- don't go to both, Stewart room revealed to Xmas scene
- Dad coherent

\( \rightarrow \) what did she dream?
- a woman's list
- not enough of her to go around
- not just generation in - dark, but ...

Then \( \rightarrow \) pulse of pure stream
- in front any 1 to call on Yo help
- immense distance
- life in a costume affair
then get turn (00) what lay ahead, I will grow up here
- members of land
- pick us reach 7 earth - back corner 7, long miles
- what time of place did to her
- happily up window - man said where did just put
- me in 7. Yea, crooked with new window before
- back to 7 vroom 5 3rd window forward to back window
- glass pullman berth

\( \rightarrow \) window truth when
- just hit
Phoenixmas, pronounced as /wʌnd.ɪn.ˈleɪ./
- end w/ /wʌnd.ɪn.ˈleɪ./
- world is spun of so many threads.
- sound of words get even (joy like?)
- desc. my folks physically for 1st time.
- conv in a escaped time.
- be quiet, not up/ asthma but homeliness.
- to warn you had noticed snow for Phoenix.
- everyone adrift on global currents we never anticipated.
- bounced like dice against latitudes & longitudes.
- crumpled was a wet paper front time.

She won't deny that she kept

homelone she souls alone here amid<br>
grownups nately give away old things to each other,
All thru while, all thru xmas though I am not to know
a return... letter '73 you later - my parent's to be gone
on W's mind... Through us, like a signal name
of some strange other home.

He has written...

People lived on version of it y. ten 7 thousand, self-
middles, an Phoenix's qaumard beyond.
Gen story used seem to need me much epple. to predict.
we counsel from that your X'mas.
May 17, 1991

1. cut "my" sentence here & use on p. 18?
2. Big last sentence or war?
3. stronger modifier on "determination" [alternate verb]
4. "in" in correct w/ pre sentence
5. reached out

6. as a betterment: "dying Wally - believing myself a square in own window: for sake of space: voluntarily: daydream"
7. announced a call...

B-29 bomber.

8. another "Barnie" sentence?
9. check 2nd mix
10. insert "Dong" in 6 (was ale.?)
11. @ So?
12. cut "delirious" from honey moon scene; OK?
13. add texture to mine action add "with"?
14. winnow comes out of Bridge, big bell, darker?
15. cut "you did not short of sentence."
16. add sentence cut Stewart sound element. can we support it?
17. refine couple pic. choice: delete of a change line.
18. structure of "force pull" sentence
19. transition to "delicate dream" OK?
20. 3rd. more tension 6 8 10 pm?
21. gm only after toys
22. add: I speculate on what escaped 3 4 are saying's & define

needs pp. 18-19
2 - Wiehreng

read - 4 pp.
might in cabin - 8 - 10 pp.
sense of - almost - 6 pp.
- margins

reasons: reason of life
- meaningful of world
- equations of land, WWII, 1939-45
- centric: eccentric
- capacity for surprise
- feeling that we have not lived up to land.
- the is foreign which goes beyond family.
- do we: accounting
writing in a 23 long lunch
- latitude, leaving, chronology
- time to place doing to what they did
- contained (woman)

What is: indulgence?

meditation on action

aquifer of grief
- proceeds
- processes
- even if it is a
- we can stand any curve that came along, single-lined about calendars. Allen was here on mining... had a touch of eu/ever
- for a woman among men
- big weather (of MI) (earthquake will take it all)
- minor ignores my mother
- haircut

more or less (as modifier, adverb?)

Deadwood

I: use and image of in suffering here, little beings
in imagination, to take her on me
- non-linear (causal) (recital)
desert: almonds

traffic jams & desert: write anything with? Waring's... haircut (in Bogotá) for my 4th day

mainly Hitler, too... 

notes on

hitting our blackout, uncle.

unnatural/unnatural windjammer

seeing into body

watching me for kinds of dramas, exult in some.

B holds back our puzzle, letting Dad &
rupper

(morning) is so far gone (in backyards) he won’t even stay for

B recovers for Wally

Pratt’s cut to go back to BTT.

— one more time, my mother was a woman among men.
— As soon as Wm. went full scale to travel

— until after supper and

— angler and & saying (Ps. lug for M.)

— takes our pic

shrimp (Wim's)

17th wedding anniversary, 6 May

— surprised by

— leisure & scalp that

—calm (in desert)

— destroyer...

— mainly married...

— Allen; strawberry fashion

— watt grapple of war

— diagnosing gold out of this outing a chat
in dream once more

cybernetic times

merge

there was one written... to send
I am in Wm. again & write this... to write this off

I think a byline

I have come back married...

'Anni habit of ignoring y'day

This yielded a single looking aerial photo of Alg. 2B, satellite photo

we take on line from my novel.

— geographical integrity can find them (Herb Bult)
Ault log
list of officers inc: Wm S Ault
Jay H. Johnson, Seattle
Dec 2 rescue pilot off Hawaii
S @ Pearl Harbor; zigzagging
7 25 knots
8 gunnery exercise, etc expanded
10 ceased zigzagging; resumed zigzag
acceptance
11 better zigzag entry? 0410 Commenc'ng 0630 Ceased zigzagging
plane crashes on Batang
13 gunnery exercise
14 fuel of water
16 ammo taken abt
18 steaming for Eniwetok
21 arrived 1600 March 19; mail
25 arrives Eniwetok
-tus same day for Caroline Islands (Ulithi)
28 arr. Ulithi
anchored as before
30 joins N.J task force
received man o'war from Hancock
-4 5 6 remain on fire
slight patrol, monring
Airlog

Jan 1 in Philippine Sea

- screening carrier grip

- Convoy - convoy - resumed zigzag entry

3 picks up damaged plane crew

4 various legs of report

- sortie all direct

- seaman loses ends of fingers

- mail

- designs @ 1/2 mast for Hancock pilots

6 - heavy seas - many course changes, became 7 form

7 - fuel was ported. Task Group under attack

8 - mail

10 - patched up tests

11 - air attacks, battle stars

17 - fueling force parts again. Heavy seas

19 - mines in China Sea - messing with operations

20 - in Leyte Straits

- pass Batan

21 - GQ: 2 carriers on fire

26 - mines at Mithi

25 - shore patrol, Morg Morg

29 - 141 hours
Feb 1 - moored at Uéishi
5 - ack-ack practice
6 - landing among
10 - tanks get damaged
13 - spot 27 knots
16 - nonzero aircraft
17 - contingent in Indianapolis
18 - Walden removed Japanese patrol boat
19 - making one smoke, Task Group under attack
20 - planes fall in flames
21 - enemy plane opposing
23 - mail
25 - suicide attack to Tokyo area for carrier strike operations
26 - destroyed destroyer, enemy vessel
27 - cancelled scheduled operation
29 - mail
30 - mail
March 1
- Arrive Okinawa for strike & photo recon missions
- Pilot parachute, is picked up
- Other pilot transferred to Bunten Hill
- Another pilot parachute is picked up, returns him to corps

1. Heavy units formed in column US Company quick, silence 1000 yds, screen formed vent line

2. UN BIT

3. Dry docks, resting on land boats

4. Ship waterborne

5. Enemy plane (air UN BIT)

6. Join Task Gap

7. No (air) attacks we pressed home in Task Gap

8. Destroyed mine by gunfire

9. Enemy @ Singing Burns & spoils to 22d. Air attacks to launch aircraft on strikes against Kyushu, (planes: Judy's & Torpedo)

10. Force carriers independent of USS Franklin, badly damaged in fire

11. Enemy plane sighted diving on formation in suicide run.

12. Informed Task Gap by voice radio. Plane shot down off Kwaj

13. Another suicide run. shot down

14. Fed 3rd \\

15. 4th

16. 5th

17. 6th

18. 7th

19. 8th

20. 9th

21. Shot down enemy plane

22. 1st Bally 3rd/Zeke

23. 2nd

24. 3rd

25. 4th

26. 5th

27. 6th

28. 7th

29. 8th
April 2 - mail
3 - rescued pilot
5 - mail
6 - enemy plane
   - combat air patrol shot down many planes in area...
7 - parachute floating in water
   - suicide dives on C-47
   - killed Hancock
* (lengthy entry o above)
8 - enemy plane (Nick)
9 - mail
   - recovered and pilot
11 - enemy planes
   - suicide dives, including 1 on C-47
   (lengthy entry o above)
12 - enemy planes (all day long; 7 separate mention)
13 - mail
15 - plane falls in planes
16 - enemy plane
   - normal prop el plane shot down
   - a Franco's dives on formation, shot down
17 - enemy plane
   - suicide dives
21 - enemy planes
27 - mail
28 - enemy planes
30 - 
Adult Log

May 11

11 - Bombing Hill hit; damage on Adult; rescue 84 men

11 - Bombing Hill hit; damage on Adult; rescue 84 men

12 - Escaped damaged Hill

13 - Enemy planes

14 - Bombs dropped on Enterprise

15 - Mine destroyed

16 - Mail

17 - Mail

18 - Scouting for downed pilots

19 - Mail

20 - Mail

21 - Mail

22 - Friendly

23 - Task Cap 144 Okinawa

25 - Mail

26 - Mail

27 - Mail

28 - Mail

30 - Mail to Leyte

31 - Mail
June 1

Ault log

- Commend officer "appalled & dismayed" at Cape Martin ammo crew.
- moored at Layte.
- slight rakeback trim.
- several A1L cases.
- steaming off of Samar, Philip 4.

* 27 39 17 38 - anchored @ Leyte.

in training exercises
July 1 - motored in San Pedro Bay (Leyte, Philippines)
   - underway to operating area
2 - recovered survivors of plane crash (airman of Ticonderoga)
   - pilot who taxied off deck of Essex
3 - mail
4 - acting as course retriever in firing exercise
5 - enroute to San Pedro Bay
   - mail
   - deck of mutual, "applying to in our way; Dear Mrs. Bean, U.S.
6 - removed mines, expended 144 rounds of 40 MM projectiles
   - "USS...plane crashed in water abt 7 miles south, Pilot not recoverable"
7 - mail
   - special anti-a/c formation
   - radar picket station
8 - change of commanding officer
   - mail
9 - landing major naval challenge every 5 min.
10 - 27 knots
   - task force launching strike against targets in Tokyo area
11 - plane guard station aboard USS Randolph
   - delivered to raced mail and coronary of tank gap
   (Randolph, Essex, Monterey, Bataan, Shanghai)
july 19 - anti-shipping sweep off Japan.
- 28 knots
20 - Caliente & Albatross (built of ship names)
- plane crash causes fire on USS Admiral
21 - mail
22 - leak ship open ball tank gaps
25 - in operating area of Empire
- destroyed mine
27 - mail
28 - off Honsbu
- Tico airvome planes hit an enemy
29 - operating off Empire south of Honsbu
30 - Alert - enemy landing vessel off in TGs
31 - delivering mail
- 221 miles south, buying ready
- par last pe water in the boats houses & barge

- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -

- liam -

- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -

- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
- liar -
Aug 1 - delivering mail
3 - marking delivery
5 - mine destroyed
7 - mail
- delivering mail to all carriers
8 - Rear Admiral Rich and Buxton come abt for transfer
8 - picked up 2 survivors from Tidi plane crash via Moro bay
11 - mail
12 - off Japanese Empires
- delivering mail
15 - semi striking pt off Tokyo
* - 0806: Japan surrenders
1215 - note battle colors
19 - destroyed mine
- mail
- linking vessel
21 - delivering mail
22 - mail
23 - Conv Task Flt shifts flg to Ault
24 - mail
- battle坛r, un Dc planes friendly
25 - Captain, Dream (m) a nurse, a dollity "name"
- delivering mail
27 - making deliveries
28 - mail
Audit Log

September 1

of Honshu, Japanese Empire

mail from Wisconsin

- Need Rear Adm. Kingman, for passage to Tokyo

- Enroute Tokyo

2 -

Tokyo Bay

- Standing in to Tokyo

- Adm. Kingman to contact US to send go to surrender ceremony

- 11/19 Underway (out of Tokyo Bay)

( Summed rest of Sept. log)

7 - to Tokyo Bay to pick up mail

8 - All ships trim a main halyards for 1st time since Dec, '41

10 - Entering Tokyo Bay

11 - anchor

15 - cleared

23 - Enroute Saigon

- recvd messages

25 - Enroute Cam Ranh
inventing myself. (We each invent ourselves)
Beauteous wonders. Wally
acquaintanceship, local knowledge,
What if we found (gold)? Or: if I had hit it rich?
Evidently it was a gift. Could
occasional moments/museum pieces
in cabin of them,
occurrence in history.

Permutation ambivalence. C is for Crofton
5th view.

Logy, Schang-A-Woodle. 2 Lagg 2
individ.

what if them thought we voile
Sometimes a writer hears or / forgiveness, (referring to 3rd thing)
pets: realization a parent has other loves
in harm's way.

hated pomp

Paci: mazey
Winnie, a capital lady... unfortunately does not show up much in my mother's letters before Potts' headed north...

But Allan:

right of this (dog/cow story)

bring him onto a page / Allan bricks himself onto page
dead up way B fell so far down in AZ

Prescotts - advantaged

look - stop (of ourselves; Montana, p. 16 of Sear's Solitude)

→ the thin of things
uncap
chart (ing)
uncle
unclose
uncored
uncut
uncouple
uncover (unrolled)
undeavor
under way
undescended
unfax
unfurl
unhouse
unknit
unlaw
unlatch
unpin
unravel
unmiddle
unsea
unship
unshing
unstop
unswung (unwring)
unsuitable
untrust
untwine
unvacate
transition needed on 20A

into (of mind, memory)
particle & wave (R. & G., p. 16)
time/place (place of time)

* are: date of Helena &ising (play off "colors") (Q. 12/14)
ch. 3: WSS

make: women ruthless & catching mice

I cd use a cactus for companionship.

My mother in Ny & W times

" " (goes into bedroom to try on formal), "comes back pretty

W calls me "Honeysuckle"

very brave, brave

in some very people we rather dance than walk.

differentials:

her V-mail to him, y blushing, red

looked at cuss costume, in one scene, part was a jester, mom again

- tingling was leaving from village to

- wss

cu. 4: I am in Bellville, Texas

- camps, Dad's gone

- inside a snake

- in his 1
d up, one w my father's last (I hunt

- stoned to Seattle ..., cottage b/t 'buds,

particularities (snow, angel, circle & other
delirious amnesia of combat

more blood, more of bone,

correspondence / correspondence / heartened

we exist in layers (geog. strata); . . . strata atop: earth

ground zero

boundaries

amnesia, abyss

gaucho's

What is loved here -- or could or could

- echo of, eye (past)

We are all culpable (in following a job beyond limits of hope)

Which is authentic? authenticated by her death;

getting away with it MT kept her alive until I killed her

goes moving far on very little. (Reagan)

... the us nothing wrong with. (Even @ 6 I knew...)

woman not here

Scottish gaucho
ca. 3 WSS / p. 2

frustration / frustrated
seem into our own world
how many were dead in WSS?
A Z has highlands too (in ? Prescott)

...
'make a scrape;' (w/ snoutine)
culpit
dudgemon
take to 'timber'
"Anvges qf 'Ranger women are rough as cats," when they get
goin' on.

"many as unalike as
Montantina's

tell's U his m'ews are; quite up to "me
wonderful' talk, cancer
but sharp, oh! more
'tamount to...

C'born) a kind of convolution

some are, d' in 'lo, . . . . death of a child . . . . even
some rambler talkers

unnatural life's - worth living.
... in its every move . . . for old on again
a bit dodgy. You'd _well at large.

'had littered during past yr. . . . A Z trip, maybe
in our family we are great ones for gullies.

'tooked . . .

't's my white mammy;'

Wonders of wonders; 'ts not as now much it
used as

Montana never quite realized it's common soldiers

Dance to ripples - adapt or it is, MT never quite
hair/ripples

shape of a life [ 
...shape of a life

my father... as if spirited (is me in my decision)

Neither of them had seen it coming (her death) nor were they

facing it a slightly pleasant word; we either sail alone.

We were always fighting distance. (impose)

They broke before they went. (People who broke before they go)

weight of life...

'savage thing my father ever did... That savage action...

words around. Patriot as my father's behavior told her...

not a happy conclusion, but... but available.

That summer, Hiroshima's summer, my father & my grandmother

looked into destruction of each other.

at core, he...

proclivities

'sleeping for examinations

gangly (@ Benjamin's scene)

not on even real ourselves, we like it when we see it.
when I set out to find a story, I commit to paper, put down, weighted itself by all rights... relied on paper our private epic of my soul.

At last nighted... we use me + wonderful of conspirators, a favorite word. Struggling as a writer, as if I were only ones left to shoulder my hurt...

As of now, I feel hot off your musty... Our musty was my faith in him. Pain that I at least had to ask him to jump up because I...
Use "someone" theme @ .and 7. life.

Dear [Name],

I'm writing to ask for your help with some upcoming events. I'm planning to host a small gathering at my place next Saturday. I'm looking for a few volunteers to help with the preparations. I believe the event could be a great opportunity for [insert purpose of the event].

Could you please let me know if you would be able to contribute to the event? Any help you can provide would be greatly appreciated.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
Mrs. Weather: Wiltsey, Sagett & Dungeness
cold & very rainy

Jack Kales

Mon. — wt at Linda's

Mon. — clean bathroom ceiling

C: w/fango #16,000
more Adams? (@ 16½ bid?)
years contract: find A.F.T certificate, but Woe Th. m. Fri?

April 17-25: Eden kind

Wed-Thur-Fri: Xmas shopping & Xmas fun
- leather with gloves
- cord shirt
- 5's gold necklace
- down comforter
- long underwear bottoms

Take some thinking / teaching time

ms cut: list 2 days next wk.

Xmas cards: write — Morey Berlin

Mr. & Mrs. Green

Pangolin in Australia

Schneider

Smith, Lawmen

ask ballot party? April?

end: Christmas: dec boxes
ahead in '92:

M Acmillan Heart Earth advance

Feb.

March

20 C friends @ Shiloh

April

17-25 Hilton Head

bathroom painting?

May

23-25 ABA, Anaheim?

June

22-30 MT w/ Linda & Syl.

July

Aug.

Kevin tape appears

Australia trip?

Sept. 5-23 AUS TRALIA

Mountain w/ Linda & Syl (Syl's River name in Montana)

Oct.

Sky rec-visit

Nov.

Dec. 6
1. Model

Yes

No

6. Change "still" to "still"? Debt?

No

7. Improve "windtorn" : windtorn


16. Improve descrip of Castle.

19. Re-dos & expand

No

- Add descrip of doing world/pace

- Change 1st sentence to: Most people appear...we.
  But: Dg boys

23A - Add: change sense of...am

24 - Expand mtns descrip of change

24A - Change "Steward place?"

3 - More

- good a letter

- Discarded

The cloud not in the midst.

Wandering like a little ray of... (flitter)

- Am stumped (try it now)

1b. Now meaning means that will need many translating over;

- meaning means "logging"

- 12 direct

- heart stuff
Week's work on Heart Smith 10/13-17
add 8 pp. to my total:
- Wally & Winnie (change Wally?)
  (courtship: 'can makes and hot & bothered)
- G'ma: dialogue
- Heart Earth section:

Wed: spend morning on ch. 1 Ringling dance scene; take afternoon off

Mon.: find trappings of a from Eng Ack

Pinkey: frustrating
  repulsive
  nauseating
  painful
  frustrating

rearguard action (of defending Dad)
Therioelean
10-44

satisfied her self

good a letter

discarded

She didn not as an invalid

Winnie: I like but am a little shy of, (hesitates)

v. considered (by G'ma)

began assembling scenes that will need many looking-over:
- Harding scene
- 'trapping"
  "A2 desert"
  "heart earth"

down... away from converters...

... she will go into June... but do they want together? who will tell?...

jittering

roads

monsters

Jackpot (a mice @ once?)
short trip west on Heart Earth, Jan. 22-24:

Wed/Sat Wally & W. James together (my first World)
- I struggled to imagine W. having (Dennis) on my mind. Dood
- pocket
- I inhaled (without 72 note, subdued in every way except capacity to
- weeping cough.
- giant foot wedge
- Holmes ending to every unplaced horizon.

Th/23th Wim as @ ranch
- letter to Hope?
- palm, eastern country, released wedge

Fri/24th finish movie scene
craft is band united together (my boys believed)

had adv and up from cait (Tom & Rabin) to noncraft (Dad)

- takes 3 generations to make a...

homo phobic: ahomophobic / haphrophobic

- bleed of two (bleed)

reasons:

- saw the land as community

- word/weather a nasty character

- corolated: Trapped animals

- Well Htn/Seythan country: who the fiend my father, Anna, T. Duty boy.

- (part, a memory) not what they were, but who they were.

- local people/great country

- community loop (in her presence of TT, my mother there, . . .)

1972- act, saw a horse, any motion, a stiff horse

1973- went kind of person

1974- HtT on of chemically hallucinatory

1975- don't remember Markman wait

1976- Bons of bedding, then trumped @ Rig Daddy, WYO.

1977- went Dick & there @ Sand Springs

1978- Dad writes a crazy, wait for a craft

1979- (W/o d.) dog up her riding - "can just fly with her"

- "I'm here, pull just ride."

1980- Brevia above, Hide my hair, ride on one @ Con's 6.2

1981- Saint cigarette in A-Z - 1 Lucky Strike

595- thinner any plasma interested to great hunting job in desert

exceed 665

1982- 4 is 40 cowards

1983- kid's for/mond period.

1984- Tell me, and now is it, 4 of you wanted too

"There will make be it worse." (in arm I'd girl)

"See with"

"Dick in abortion." Pincasso in WY0.
Winnipeg
15 - came to living just 64 years
   - 1st 4+ grades: alt 10 kids, 2 boys, 2 Schuyler,
   - 1st teacher
   - chased in sled @ Xmas
41 - went @ R'ing Fm. Winnell (Bill Abbott)
   - went to Sac. Heart Academy in Minneola
52 - went out w/ Wally @ Xmas vacation
   - J. H. to help to my mother'suaiganit
     "you know this thing?"
   - "I remember you going thru yr bds, telling me all thngs
      (in thm)" "I tell yu. The pnrty as if he had read
      thm."
73 - she lived in 'ma's house; did ""we"" back in, which we pull
74 - only remember my mother ill once; "she never survived it"
   - forgotten::: miss episodes
   - 107 - abt same size; my mother a little thinner.
118 - what knd of person
137 - MT Ch. of Chrsyllly Hyperactivite
170 - doesn't remember Handew visit
197 - eyes of teaching, then taught @ Big Purrty, WYO.
206 - met Dick @ dance @ Sand Springs
225 - Dad invited everybody out for a drink
270 - Wind (?), togs up her riding - "can just flip over"
  - J. T.: "I hear you're just ridin."
370 - Bud & Alma lived w/ her aunt on ma & ma's hs e
54 - went smoking to AZ - Lucky Strike
590 - thinks my folks intended to take teaching job on desert
ends @ 665
Side B: 4 Ya (1006) niutar
   - lived w/ grand parents
   - St. Paul; what am I bid; "as you wished, too"
   - "Those old kids had it made" (W-am old girls)
   - "See utha"
   - Dick in Adm. @ Philiburg & WWI
Winnacota/2

"Died in Paris"" when he hit Pe Hia."

"Of all things to call him (JT), was a farmer."

Walt Backset

"Didn't know how close he came to going out of it."

Walt says: "you can eat it if you want to. If you don't, you can go on."

"Come on - cast in."

"Good a different way to shore. More than Winnacota did.

I shot buffalo from everywhere.

Life in the woods is more or less: if you.

Still hear the water in the trees.

This is always teaching stuff when people's doing.

My mother caught in a crossfire.

With me dead or dead (my mother did kill a grizzly)

It wasn't in a park.

Snow, winterties, etc. (winter) in Alaska country at one hundred.

Came in something to people who think we're in somebody's

Promised outdoors.

How that sea dealt half home. (The is in Seward country)."
who wrote on Heart Earth, p. 27-31

Mon. 8:30 a.m. Barnett cut 4 pastes into quick rough draft.

- do 3 pages per day?
  - I never believed she was a dream or right. Whenever raw
deals in life are decided, here we (as raw as any)
  - I was not able to even if I stuck my elbow up my ear
  - This is why my mother wrote
  - came to earth born
  - found a different way to see. "That's when we done?
  - hell before have anything.
  - care, which is true as far as it goes.
  - 80 degrees, you can't see.
  - think you're anything is full of stream
  - there's always something else, other people's doing
  - my mother caught in a crossfire
  - what decided that, that my mother cut kill a chicken
  - a ramble in 6 out...
  - even, weather same (better), in
  - barn country, I one kinetic
  - "Sima's marriage at people who think she's somebody"
  - zoom
  - & pull outdoor

Wed? ➔ Now that she had left him, (she in love is crying)
possible sequence, Crime scene:
- Kemp's mother & I arrive
- description of Crime (also partially)
- witnesses/flying
- ma, fort-of-hay, cell, to (?)
- dead in mud, etc. (at 5:00, for a tell)
- we can apply to our plan (hanging)
- No one saw and how many?

elements:
- feud
- war
- Step on North's ranch
- other people's doings
- description of Crime
- p. of dialogue?
feared up 12 Xmas

dad is reading out ad in fri. (for wally & driving 7 - canyon)

emotions flying

- 3rd start of may letter to w...

- dad in middle: "she's quiet. there a rest."

- we are approx 0 mi from ringing & 0 mi from malden.

- no one ever had any it.

- then: "now come"

- not enough of any mother to go around (but the for of ?"

- so we held her hand up

- fell asleep

- some support of the mother and more more up

- the one

- planning and a team

- i did not know no words, telling (dad & i are already at odds)

- don't close it now for people except just been up

- of in-choo in crum, a tendency to have her for again

- ungiven of her short-comings

- always improved

- my old mother of course except, in brought to the elder

- in ringus

- repulsion

- [handwritten]

- information

- peace to sign

- (written in: colalyn

- [handwritten]

- not sure)

- it (hrs) haven been to be easy

- her inner manerence

- moved (was agent each time)
This week, Feb 3-7:
- Try finish ch 3 draft, 14-24 pp/day
- Review yellow pad notes
- View prints of Time & Sholes R. slides

Mon. fall in bottom of p. 1
- Dialogue old Tom Ringer? (Gima still interested?)
- She was not old, just past fifty.
- Dear! Norbie cousin
- Not enough of my mother to go around (but the use of Gima)
- Gima held her head up
- full shaped
- Gima happy if her children bad made grown up.
- relaxing
- planning up with team
- I didn't know so united letters (Dad & Gima already at odds)
- don't fear Gima socially except pale blue eyes
- if in Time to come, I learned to love her for some
  - magnificence of her shortcomings
- always avoided
- My 02 mother of course except, he thought we either
  in Ringers
- napocallion
- heart dosage
- stand point
- main aims
- pure & simple
- convinced in: Celbation
- Start where?
- H (me) knows how to be doing
- her iron sinewness
- waged (we're agent each Thu)
Spring plan, Jan.-April 10, '92:

*Finish draft of ch. 3 by Feb. 5*

*Finish draft of ch. 4 by Feb. 28*

Spend March filling in scenes of re-doing.

March 30 - Apr 10, pull together complete draft of 1st 4 chs.

Who of Apr 13 & 20, time of 1st Hilton Head trip

*Apr 27, prep'm for ch. 5*

May - June: do ch. 5 draft

aim to finish ms by Thanksgiving.
We'd work on Heart Earth; Feb 10 - 14

edit style down; nation; metaphors
goal: 20 pp. J 5, monsoon scene (essentially done, 2/10
5, Morgan scene
9, mudder scene

Tues.
rough out at least 2 pp. of Morgan scene now
- kid on saddle horse: like maternity dr. officiating for a potlatch
  (like a do officiating over a midy wood log riding post on
  too busy to get off a horse.
- as never occurs wear (in true war days)

Brudger: single column

an efficient mother. Kitten, kitten
'sonaries of mine
'shit and 7 potential 7 mo Bear 7 sheep;
up we went to w/ actual animals
exceed Big Belt side of things
containing multitudes

only

Handler matter because
in back of lead marks, Y seventy reached Rumbling
Hunt (country 1 Big Belt); but terrific (even 10
scrapes
reductive
all back silent of people Silent of people
... behind variety of Big Belt (I have no goast last
spiders, (of depth)

Brudger 3 1/2 mile & 1/2 high
Once more Ford 4 w/ loaded, 6 even améd

Hunchables (Big Belt)

held light
cheetah (gas, pec, feature) Greg says 50 geology
C- cut) pressed white between; say pressed

long- bear much water 5 Dry Range

footed country & left

assisted (as adj.)

mummy country
Big Belt spotted a nn.
about work on Heart Earth, Feb. 15-21

Tues, 2nd final dialogue

approach
child considers...

My mother has some routine

Z's of Happy People

Big Bills are a magic (e. and 7th Mary, 3am
- my mother drawn to them
-watches my father off camera

0:30 am

Not, despite absence 7 people for 15 min in any direction,

- my room only opened, held us in some way also,

hid off our observation again (or am) (comin shedom &
again there is a general hiding off 7 members,
spaced apart

Unbroken,

My mother says nothing... I know he...

Station up rain spots on trim

axis of each... comes together on this

It's letting up... "Have to", meaning I can't rain harder.

Try to taste milk for each other

our calculated miles

30 miles, 6% start of our summer

Beyond

Which leaves... 30 miles, 3 our own ride (into summer)

in a projects

there is some route where my parents are trying

to taste... taste for each other

summer brought rain 7 year

make - can walk - please
Spring plan, Feb. 24 - April 10, '92:

Finish draft of ch. 4 by Feb. 28

Spend March filling in scenes:

2. Ch. 1 - Phoenix letter scene
   - House - King's dance scene
   - Mona - Big Blue/Seventeen country
   - 1945, seasonal work, war, civilians?
   - - Chaplain (strengthen)
   - Phoenix Xmas. gift over to someone?
   - Add Elsa: "Why say 'no.'"

Mon. 30 - ch. 2 - inner, telephone scene
   - Why do I cry? (ch. 1)
   - What does my mother dream?
   - What is my purpose?
   - What is my duty?
   - What is my goal?
   - More mood of desert?

Edit 10 pp/day, Mar. 18 & 20

Fri. ch. 3 - define dialogue in Winona scene
   - heart earth section; war, civil war?
   - Winona, Winona, civil war?

Fri. Spend day with Grandma

Fri. Add "background" of San Remo Valley area of bullied etc.

March 30 - April 10, put together complete draft of first 4 chs.

Readers: Linda T., Mom, Phyllis, Ann, Stephanie

Liz to be in May?

Date of Ap. 13 + 20, time off & Hilton Head trip

Date of Ap. 27, prep for ch. 5

May - June 2 + do ch. 5 draft, finish all summer

Aim to finish ms. by Thanksgiving
My father came out of small-town 70s into his own century; my mother a WWII child, her life memories, like mine,&lt;1/2&gt; mind that while I tartan cowboys, my father on the great circle.

From my perspective, the great circle was a map of the world. A map that connected dots, where the United States was a pointed country. He wasn't bigger than the world, but he was part of it. What counted was the sound of his voice.

What he received in return. We gave him back his own. Ruth went with the deal.

Roughly 80 years, he was home as a boy.

He was losing the tips of his fingers, but losing by degrees. Losing his hands, but not losing his soul.

When my father's health began to go, he found a little more every day during Lent's precession. He didn't know it.

But losing was as much as you could.

When my father's health began to go, he found a little more every day during Lent's precession. He didn't know it.

'Bright edges win in folk.'

'Very one we getting in season.'

Healthy dereps... scientest... &... grabby...jut...

What counted.

The sound of 'voice.'
here he struck his stuff in Riverbend when Mr. Lee ran his corn
from Mr. Lee one slow morn.
He paid for it by his name.

Far Metcom from fainting between, *Big Belle*.

opposite of dawn

The real wheat seasons always had a flat, snowdrift -
biggest side - in those winter.

It comes back - we came back - to *Big Belle*.
More.

Then, after that had been left in W.N.W. from the 17th moment by my map X not 0.

Only playmates I've ever had or for real matter seemed to work.

- eat - tell husband - speake
- homewife she is sick of a home.
- they have to take upon in.

Economice then.

Communally then (in answer), we land commuted in.
From our own Big Bettye, they are (even wilder).

These persons uponplace to Phoenix & maybe even Wicken Hey.

Semi-weapon

Urgent

We are not prepared

I am playing @ APX - Tempfline.
I want for flight to start (alt 7D)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

End Oxygen gurgle; seem it proceeding from properly expanded.
March 31, '92

E unwritten sent.

- change "two" to "twoy" proportion.
- stronger "alone".
- keep Credit of...
- more after "roots @ magazine".
- re- its "tadmon desynv".
- improve "gably"; quare-tongued; bouy-tongued.
- add "why so..."

= prof. off al hood; sketch: portrait of her.
= 25, 31, 22; 1st/second as 1 word? (add 1 + C original meaning)
= jasper?
= more after "underlined @ top of p."
= favorin construn tubes.
= #s in Vangre we can.
= add "walk" then, give into (coming w/ us)..."..."
= all the cars "wind the a".
= parents & not.
= add & of them.
= strengthen "community" section.
= gravity; change.
= change "drew/belly"? (other "drews in section)
= dialogue.
= change "get yo".
= Hornet Morgan.
= C.H. & S.B.
= impute "abuse of people".
= dialogue? morning 7 writer over shaking looks.
= Don't kill +, details later.
= change "get yo."
= I am a horse,(1st's) to get by.
= will honor work in current.
= in a large, vibrating, X'med activities now and..."
Bring it down to bone.

letter except odd we're going to bed. ship ourselves or new harder.

come to page

faith in self

taken from one's heart

unsaid, of course, we must. it is as for unsaid.

idea was the most

Where did my mother get her composure. "composure of...

When I was being proportioned (not kind of scale)

clime / climb

use "Bennet" throughout ch. 5, to her death?

4th of July coming

weds / wedding of MT

- got up comrade fixed up, did ye? (only)
- at 1/2 past solidarity, Province B had finally (readly)
- fire the trumpet now? (bradwell is @ my camp, and her trip to In)

my hair looked different on. (arjade (exam at home)

day growing later, as Dad has to lend. harder.

Ringing, Ringer, Rung

abandoned farm agent

my valley mother drawn to. m/c

dogs: Flop & Jack (jack dog was afraid of gun shot)

at their inmost

harder, tougher off note @ unreacted copper. XAWOW, KAWOW.

"Makes one wonder if copper and shooting love."

bombardment; day's bombardment

"When I think I see one, a touch of a mot."

with awful patience

Prune all we burn (not much to get to in)

quintet of match

get home seen in a lifetime

merciless (in that shape, climbing) (merciless number of..."
M - W 2 opening pp.

Th. 2 pp. Barbershop scene

Fri. More on Wally? Cabin design

Use file cards
Mon/4Jun

- dog: pls. dont blame me please. I just cant strong any + comin.
- until evening, w/ Faye, uner B's pretty hair.
- She and I liked my little apar)rtly, but he seemed almost fed up to see Demerter dog.
- listened to lecture to: fuwllade.
- if you do "hit & couple w/ N.Y. shot, yu shal be waiting yu.

Tues/5Jun

Homework for lunch is a sound idea.
- lumberward.
- arrival back from Bryenman.

Wed/6Jun

- trying on gifts
- Wally

Thur/7Jun

- Wally?
vestigial / vestigial
HAND AS A NOSS
monopoly of steel aree
world of aunt
A hundred thron-tinal (Read have driven here in)
page - filling stuff
me stronger to you!
Give me that guile, hence!
Aunt's (story) was triumph
unsaid (Aunt came letter)
Tell: Bridge story straight thru - 35-45 pp. - it dit 7 (tall price)
R acheller if it cost, now we have to send it up out us.
shadrack's moments: Faulkner Ask 16 coming full of them
We made yester's letter to Wally (how she feel)
Andrew away
grams of Maud low entry

Tr/26th. Sherry Washing out area with rain

Fri/29th. Brought washing off

Trick or treat parade, (is it)
Practice at it; I have had much practice

Just of getting away with it! (Many people up to her

And since. / answer in Cape. (Will town

For around New York at Xmas. plea next to show away here. spring

Winter (cap) Brought
Sat. 5 - use of May 26: 6-8 pp. needed

Mon/26th cabin design: use file cards - detail, detail, detail
- expand out into design of Half Shell Inn - Budgass
make this - extreme camera eye of A Place to Hang A -
- I haven't seen - need back cabin
- changes & cleared cabin
- dirt of decision frozen or floated

Wed/27th - Bagman store scene?

Thu/28th - more cabin-hand - Ch Rung, warming out into min. scene

Fri/29th - Bernata: clothedappel

Tried of being portable, (ch 4?)
Practice at it? I have had much practice

Rung place: up to far.

Good time in summer to swim (Chill Town)

For around here,
To go out
May fishin gone out to score sheep from spring

Watch (inc.) Bernata
Mon./June

Wed./June 2 app: Benjamin here? Prince Al? nice home?
B hearing?
Now that we have barked, barker,
Fruit Thing
1/2 day of summer, close enough, anyway.

Thu./June 4 app. B hearing?
"brief": Prince Al
slick roads

Fri./June 5 1 p.

purposeful
opinions: which we, Pia et., cannot agree.

inclined, inclined

tongue (tongue- or: who's sheep?)

in three days, unless you were a slavish maniac, store 
the uncheck

choke

puts point to where.

Report: "High IQ Golden Retriever" of 1-2-14

Tom/Jan

canty near house; forming opinion

my slavish tongue (or: my slavish imagination)

in a slavish mind

and/or in part of the community

and in if it were? should we defect? rejoin? (and/or)

Tom/Jan 11

can't hear sounds... try, then, look just wait

exposed instead of (or: who's)

now tell me how they indeed contain

day. hoppity/above. bumble

our eternal issues and clear side of July

cast in controversy

glossary

Tom/Jan 12

Perverts on squawk. (insect, moronica)

a piece of paper went back into a chair, until it killed its

account (or an ad)

[illegible]
Aug. 24 - Kaga

Wed that raised on way

Men/9a

Thu/9a

Tues/9a

 Wed/10a

Th/11a

Fri/12a

"..."
To do in June-July:

- Look over AZ ch. 2 & notes
- Exercises: legs (also stomach muscles?)
  - neck (side to side)
  - arms
  - new desk chair?

Tapewriter @ Edmonds

Album: HBJS a Sky cover painting

UW Press alt Clay Rainforest Us
A note of June 29 - July 3, 1992:

- 3 pp. rewrite/day
- my father, everywhere today, is on roof
- inventory
- attitude
- "make it easy" (heaping back retaliation)
- Out: window (gray wool)
- canvas waterbag
- forever

Thus: keep going, us/roughly drafting, posting uppers, approximate continuity ok
- steep deal: had ourselves?
- #2 list: We've had a harder...
- if we'll break down out of here...
- to summer we too much for her, ("too much for ya..."
- jam (living full slam...)
- this will work, if harder still on can be solved.
- Dad watching for actions
- terra incognita of my life is (a bug, 12,
- high country and higher
- box contains of mind...
- letter...
- what that one on us... I don't think he's pulling one on us...
- stood up our spiral staircase of summer
- Benjamin paper of day:
- son of a beech
- Sweeney country
- accused (Big Bell)

Broadcasting them, this is called, in 80 sense or so... and:
- casting them broad (from range)
- quiet/resent. Apportion/apportion

Sheep capable of drawing den/holding consent onto themselves.

verbs: equipping March 21 (8)
So are we domesticated? have we got ourselves domestic?
Two.- got Pp. together
- My mother had been (cleaned off at) 3 am we became
- Scene time an uncle, which contributed a way of his stomach
- Some gave snap... 5 look you.
- Twice more a MT
- words (no quote)
- though justice (of how I grew up)
- Time

Chance to pull ben thought together.
- have & thing as tried 4, (wonder reason), so is she.
- Not worse out.

It will be a push (to get them an to: budget)
- always
- Sleep went better than as supposed, but you can’t confide them.
- Ed got on 4. eventually?
4 hours a 5 ?

Go into my father away of seeing
- longer on vision than he ever intended.
She does not sleep soundly.

I’m not about to walk myself to death chasing after sleep.

Next way of words

Twenty-Six Country-
- I moved on- to sail etc- after "not lovers" cowardly courting declaimed with
- Nature, a better writer once summed tall. Nurtured
- Imagination

Drawing pictures, and J. Dreamscape...
Threw cat in moon dialogue:

Drawing pictures, will. (travesty of drear...)

Work on beginning of heading clean, complete 2 pp.

Then as the Tell's last of her own story

knows savvy

notes... that as complicated as a tapestry

Wanted to want on anyone.

She was right, as platitudinous, going on

An ocean of askings into which have led

a million cast one. (I know now just a part word 70 pp.

vowed aide at voyage on

We were an extreme of family hood

Brutally remote.

Fri: morning in Prine Al

Dad; "I'll tell world."

I have little memory of Ria's death. Thought it was for

another videotaped of sheep death (comment by Magars)

To start off, we were doing complicated by Magars

good

named preacher

canvas water bag in head's day

Sat; # of Wally's other

cool line

Wally trying to think himself into a future. "Winca, not Wince"

old iteration summary of Home
Another channel of myself, ... go into.

didn't even apparently get along together.

At the funeral (yes) but when my father & my grandmother

To quiet two grievous secrets, but that was a lot better then news.

Curiously twist: they'd never have turned & B level, but

came together because of B's need.

To see each other through life.

working in the diaspora

Product of kind

4. Changed their boundaries. It was that simple, I think not?

some alliance of (strange, many) dimensions.

They had it in them to be come galactic. ... ended up galactic.

Not being part that they were. They had - capable to change they

dug out from that June day in 1905.

How for they had to cross for my need.
July 27 - 31

Coast in cold off. That kind of day.

Frequent calls in Tamie & Charlie Young's segment.

Matte

Sanford

uncured (2)

Sea & 2ogs

She never wanted to be a pretend (anything).

2800 horses are in motion, a lot of them
determined to go somewhere.

Line: 10

Serfing (Tamie Al)

Tumble of names

spread eagle

Why David (that has to happen)

You'd think I sold bad appointment.

Tell uncrit.

Summer or a way we summated (winter too)

"Winter" also meant to survive

sentences forget, begin at point. Wow...

3:11: expanded from blue sheet:

B 

Dad retuning to cabin

expand scene of rewriting to cabin.

read "heppped up" p.

more name of 3rd day 2

read "expand yearly" p.

Art von Winter; rain division; peace

Wings of altitude

Rich. Rich Young; Magic brand

Wings in an

Age of old Age, ancient clockboy, ancient

It's all relative.

But, find I in a fake marriage, not much in time of her
Use of Aug. 3-7

Mother?

Captured & surprise?

Relatively

"We thought for couple till things clear," he pronounced.

So we sat in reflected evening of Ca R.

Except that a person seen over on O Ch of Margate,

shuddered some miles in to west of us.

There's a catch to (change)

of now a heater, temporary type.

Aur... jaaa

gives any indication of it.

What went unnoticed, unregarded, was part of act.

gets off his line o bemoaning heater

gloot

The summary: heater needs to go to town

- months

- not sure

- with an inventory of your heater, in it.

- scavenging on the retrieve of such

- gas light

- have it knocked (a going to ya)

- town to me, though sounds like just ticket

By noon, I'm asked gaslight of town, P.R. to Pander

Don't worry yourself,

haircut, price of paid for it

What are you doing out to be tough?

Running a meat market / predator.

Water for dog, feed for horse (let him eat grass)

Rural, claim, slobber any

want: continuing dream refuel

- sick idea of (drugstore)

- o days later o calendar of...

- renegades

- cut audit across

venn...
insert part of deal etc, skip deal #2 no fancy in edge for complexity drawing pics (as the writer likes)
a money @ east
make a showing
combination
never

do one (easter day), w/e e. tue.-thu.
some differences, there always are.
not the end, but getting toward you again in,
illusion

in mind through, goes on, always a part of us to

lift that dream girl, though,

1 dream girl as lift, one always known that, to
bear up before the weight of life comes back, slum

(weater/sunnym)
can't make up its mind

where or beside my father

chamber where I have met myself

rudder, nothing

inland hopping

people of means

is took here (in talk)

mandrake

superannuated

wartime help, a tough prop

'dearness,' pigeon blue can torn disguise (buildup)

sleep, eating up a storm
To do:

- Send pickup, Air/Plan
- Home print pickup, Stoneham
- check in HBJ abt Sky porter etc.
- call DeWitt & Reu success
- winnow books
- winnow notes/literature
- arm exercises

Success:
- change beneficiary of Both & pension plans to "estate"
- will safe deposit box to WF/Wells
- diaries to UW for misliming

Tread PS to T-bill
- check T-bill debit endorsed acc. bk & ours & De/Ben

Quake hit
- check total 2st tax payments, via Piper simil.
May 22, 92

- title needed
- eliminate "gold coloring"
- line 4 from bottom, strengthen "go in."
- line 5, adj to "dispatches."
- line 5, # Al moment
- line 5, strengthen "come back."
- compartments must change at ending of book
- line 7 from bottom, try pr "voice of heart."
- line 4 from bottom, change to "That section of" strengthened "connection"
- substitute "announcements" of our "arrival"
- mid page 4 after earlier, add "warrant they"

- line 3, "half and half at him"
- line 5, "reached his departure." (unmarked)

- line 8 from bottom, make it "half asleep at myself."
- line 6, "reached the departure." (unmarked)

- line 8 from bottom, strengthen "it."
- line 1, strengthen "begin" (loose only): "why" to "quiet."
- line 5, add phrase after "onlook."

- line 3, add "packed" before "a walk."
- mid-par, add "c. westen" before climate.

- line 6 from bottom, add "alumni" before plant.
- expand mid-par a line or 2.

- "There is adequate lead? count # of such contents
- " it is not clear."
- change to: "not clear in usual

- line 5 from bottom, strengthen "came along."

- leave for go. need only OK
ms review cont'd

20 - expand of cigarette sections
20 - language

21 - "Ah..." - dream cut at 12 p.m.
   - expand 2nd unit dream cut

23 - add line on aged dad?

25 - of saga? (struct of n. s. & rhythms of passages)
   - according to?

26 - revise to include "laudable probability"
   - append? (do they adore cheese?)

29 - 30 - review my arrival

31 - words on rhythm of "trapper section"

32 - review: dad monitoring her trapping (her coffee cup in hand) from...?

32A - Ford section put okay here?

33-34 - smoother

34 - light past: line 6, strengthen "it".
   - tree: pine
   - line 5 from bottom: change "that" to "this"
   - line 3: "...strengthen "it!"

35A - guard name of cigarettes?

36-40 - expand

41 - newly commissioned destroyer?

42 - line 2 from bottom: "glad" strong enough?

43 - more change of E?
ms review- Sept. 29 - ch. 2

No 45 - add another adj. to "palm-springs Wiltberg."

No 46 - line 2, insert dialogue: "their new #, A fog..."

No 47 - insert line 4, she determines? ""You all will add "in of your."

- flavor of ice cream? (strawberry?)

48 - struggling have hospital sound? (poured out) make

50 - "Tell's 2017 we?"

- change "to have adopted" to "to adopt"

51 - change "to like ratty" to "to think well" (in pun.)

53 - 4 another

55 - "" expand?

56 - possibly to expand B's letter.

58 - insert "squirrel facial prot."

- change "the trick" to "my parents"

- add dialogue or design after "any work in his hands?"

59 - add a q.

60 - more design of cabin area... Ford?

62 - insert line for little "pigeon puzzle"

64 - insert "now rate of escape"

65 - improve world "I have some"

66 - insert "Meanwhile"

68 - "improve" cowl be for"..."

69 - add detail: possibly Prescott

71 - strengthen verbs

72 - laughter - "good knowledge"

73 - very verbs - "come"

ch. 2 total - 32 pp.
75 - postmark needed
76 - lost line, "has been" taken OK?
77 - another line of dialogue before "My Turn..."
- those mice instead of "the mice"
- "taste" mouse out - better word?
79 - "came out from behind", """
- Q "stood"
83 - cut "so fiercely" phrase?
89 - heart earth material - physiological "high"
91 - S'more scenes: minor rewriting needed
107 - postmark needed
108 - more must cab detail?
109 - bring in "table legs? (piano?)"
112 - more "eye-taking enough terror" to ch. 5?
115 - moved Sixteen mile description
- strengthening "coming"?
118 - 125 - retyping w/ some rewriting, & skip sled clarification

Sit you down I have some
My health & mood may have fallen prey to
personal - ch. 5
called it 'poetry' with 'wish' hood
language &; glum; spontaneously
life out of it
commencing to do the (rain)
somebody yet to come. why
include in escape & living & dreams

my favorite quality because for nothing, here instead yet

in a lot of ways - mostly was remembered (spending)

some kind of house build up to your own spend all day playing
up a sandlot log, meaning & just in a house a pact a
way a wagon, a what in various conversations

and I think it was a combination
Adjective scene of B:

Loosen up scene
do something with weight and aim of dreams

"Some dreams, they of daylight sort, we are able to aim."

At a guess, in my mind I've created 50 characters coddled

We can know motion of my mind often we become

Hairstyle announce (dance, drama)

Interoogide, poet

My parents quickly hoped for twins; that instead got

on the one who me.

A Stanz (child) in a lot of ways—notably even remembered (spanking)

working it through

Some kind of kid who'd ride up to you and spent all day playing

up a cardboard box, tearing it out on a house, a fort, a

ship, a wagon, a sled, in successive imaginings.

So, as I think it was, a combination
heart earth section

to withstand

membrane: their fragile

declara

Not that we say so. This doesn't often been declaring

juxtaposed. Whether or not we can manage to attend it.

adverse.

Mystery - mystery of how

Of a place mysteriously speaking deepest into us.

"Tears of joy, tears of pain, tears in red itself".

Is it because I stand not in

"In that paper. Can I even them20 see them in forever?"

"In that paper. Can I forever?"

Of one - another, until another..."

"Marry's in of love to love out..."

old. And soon the leaves are gone, the tender back by then.

"Drowsy quiet in light, out a maid."

"You need to forget..."

"When time is up magnificent as 1 said..."

"When time is back. Anything finally... amazing heart rate."

"Marry's gone."

"Lavender, cooks are..."

Cold, true good she feels. . . . butt that's her way of. . . ."
SAFETY CRUISE, CHR. 5, OCT. 21

saw small water OK.

should make 2nd hour,
end of the dinner, weren't they p. 7
you just said it was p. 70
I did hear something odd p. 76
no tears 15 2 (also in funeral scene)


chance: 3 miss by p. 36
p. 181-2

sailing: 3 miss by p. 156

Dad's damns: THX 50 also curses: 2 in much of scene
dogs in house 77
Dad's ola, 129
beard 160
P. al - damn 161
P. damn al 182
god damn - damn 189
damn it all 192
half-cord, half-wd p. 7
half-half davis, half-worked half-wd p. 7-8
half, half half, half, half p. 30
half without half without p. 181< br>
half hunch half hunch p. 204

reiteration: back-back, p. 9

fight fight, p. 13
fight, fight, p. 108

tragedy tragedy, 143

wait, wait, 152

water waits some man 170

clo community:

ducal 3
of minds 6
B, B 6
trim
a too
change staples
books
underline

7 train
Flop